WorkSpace Hub
Located in the heart of North Little Italy (NOLI) in the Art & Design Complex, Enoki Events' Workspace Hub is surrounded by boutiques, coffee shops, craft beer and wine shops, not to mention some of the most imaginative restaurants in San Diego. With a view of the San Diego Harbor, the historic mattress factory dates back to the early 1900's and maintains much of its original character. The complex hosts artists, innovators, and startups and is a neighbor to the Lindberg Field airport landing strip.
The Enoki Events Workspace Hub is a bright, natural-lit and airy, exposed studio space intentionally designed to encourage interaction, transparency, open communication, and play between team members. Team members can work from desks, couches, comfy chairs, an oversized round conference table, café tables or beanbags and offers a welcome place for pets. We also rent out a couple of studio spaces within our studio to like-minded companies so there is always opportunity for collaboration, idea sharing, laughter, and Ping-Pong tournaments.
Style Philosophy
The Philosophy

Our style philosophy is to work hard and play hard and have fun as a team and family while doing it. It routinely entails no shoes, good music, spontaneous dance parties, team building events, and riding around town in our electric golf cart. We celebrate our successes, participate in monthly Massage Mondays, vegetarian potluck lunches, yoga classes, happy hours, and partake in weekly huddles over lattes in our favorite local café.

We subscribe to Ed Week, Vanity Fair, Rolling Stone, San Diego Business Journal, Entrepreneur, San Diego Magazine, Inc. and Virgin Wine Club (there is always a case of delicious wine awaiting our next networking event!) The open office culture also hosts a community bulletin board to share coupons, community events and announcements. Our BIG IDEA chalk wall offers opportunities to freely express abundant visions, ideas and dreams.
Who We Hire
We welcome clever, cool, do-gooders, change agents, lifelong learners, and hands-on contributors with a positive attitude. We embrace individuals motivated to make a difference, trailblazers, and forward thinking people with a flair for creativity able to step out of the confinements of the status quo. We seek team members with passion, drive, and courage to change our world and those who will ask for forgiveness instead of permission. Social butterflies and introverted geniuses are both welcome along with folks that think and act with a sense of curiosity and can see the bigger picture while paying attention to detail. We seek characteristics in our team members such as thoughtfulness, leadership, productivity, initiative, follow through, and those who are team-oriented to influence change.

Our team members pursue a variety of personal interests and activities such as:

- Soap making
- Lifestyle and travel photography
- Poetry, Writing, and Blogging
- Community Development & Volunteerism
- Pinterest-ing Pinners
- Beaching lounging (it is San Diego!)
- International volunteerism
- Music festival fanatics and indie band enthusiasts
- Yoga devotees
- Avid readers
- Entrepreneurism
- Band members (yep, we have rock stars in the house!)
- Skateboarding
- Crafters and jewelry makers
- Geocaching
- DIY home projects
- Camping and outdoor adventure
- Animal obsessed lovers (we do have one self-acknowledged crazy cat lady...)

...
Culture Club
Our open-minded office culture fosters a sense of community and each staff member is an active participant in our company culture. We believe in a family environment, life-long learning, and communal space to create, innovate and thrive. Each team member adds value and impact in our company and is a hands-on contributor to the flare and vibe of who we are and how we do it.

A few cool things we collectively offer:

1. Enoki Events GREAT Goals strategy guide
2. Weekly hands-on TEAMBOOST Tuesday meetings in nearby café
3. Weekly Power Hours (professional development)
4. On-going coaching & peer coaching
5. 8 hours per month paid training
6. Monthly community volunteer opportunities
7. Regular special events and teambuilding opportunities
8. Paid Time Off and up to one month unpaid time off
9. BOOST Book Club and Community Pursuit Incentives
10. Several incentive programs and perks
What We Believe

Hey! What's the Big Idea?
We are a small company with BIG ideas and the flexibility to implement them quickly.

We believe that there is always room for improvement and a need for creating better opportunities for children, youth, families and communities locally and globally. We join forces with the change makers, do-gooders and purpose-driven organizations to take steps to advance and cultivate change. Enoki Events provides events and resources to enhance social learning, social change and social leadership.

We believe that everyone has something to offer, something to share, and something to learn. We believe in convening stakeholders for a cause, making a difference, inspiring, connecting organizations, groups, and individuals to learn from each other.

We believe youth are powerful change agents and that we have the ability to empower them. We believe that out of school time has a significant place in the world of education. We believe in collaboration - in realizing shared goals and creating action steps to achieve those goals.
Team Insight
"Enoki Events is a great place to work because the company itself represents a mission and vision that the employees are passionate about. Instead of just sitting in a cubicle not knowing what purpose your work really has on the outside world, it is a thriving environment that is purpose-driven to make a positive impact on youth and the world. The possibilities feel endless and creativity is always encouraged."

Amber Whiteside, Communications Coordinator

"Enoki Events is a great place to work because it's a place of creativity and innovation. We are working with people all over the country and world and are able to be hub of inspiration, resources, training, and collaboration. It's really exciting when you think about all the people we connect!"

Kristin Stayer, Executive Chef, BOOST Breakfast Club Blog

"There is space to be creative and to share ideas with the team. We have well-established networks of influential partners in after school. We have a foundation of service we provide and so have programs/resources to build upon."

Rachel Ruiz, Program Manager
"Enoki Events is a fantastic place to work for many reasons. One of the biggest reasons why I chose to work for this great and inspiring company is because they are like another family to me. I feel that as a result of this company being a tight knit family, we can accomplish our tasks more effectively and uniquely. Additionally, another reason that this is a great place to work is the fact that everyone comes from a different background thus bringing many things to the table and creating a unique 'product.'"

Chloe Dorworth, Program Assistant
"I am so glad that my first internship experience is with Enoki Events/BOOST Collaborative. I gained so much knowledge about the out-of-school time field, as well as being a professional within the workplace. The staff was amazingly helpful and inspiring, always encouraging me in my creative process. With my experience at BOOST, I feel as if I can succeed in whatever I do in the future. Interning at BOOST has also inspired me to desire change within youth services provided to students, as well as in society itself."

Haley Gorman, Junior, High Tech High, Chula Vista, 2014 Spring Intern

"I have held many internships and BOOST Collaborative has been by far my favorite place to intern. BOOST has a well-organized internship program that has equipped me with marketable skills that I can utilize in the competitive workforce. I had the opportunity to collaborate on multiple projects, learn how to create community partnerships, and meet influential people in the out-of-school time industry. At BOOST they don't treat you like an intern but as a valuable part of the team. All of the people who work at BOOST Collaborative are very passionate about making positive change in people's lives. I would recommend this internship to anyone looking for a company that they can be proud to work for. I cannot say enough about how much I loved working for BOOST Collaborative."

Jessica Lindquist, 2013 Summer Intern

"Working with the BOOST Team is like working with a family! I was accepted with open arms into a group that is dedicated and passionate about a wonderful cause. This incredible opportunity allowed me to gain experience in a professional setting and gave me a glimpse into the world outside of my college bubble. I felt trusted, supported and inspired while working here and always looked forward to coming into the office. My experience at BOOST has given me a great foundation for a successful future and I am so happy to have been part of this team."

Stephanie Barker, 2014 Spring Intern
"Only being here for a short time, I feel Enoki Events, LLC is a great place to work because the culture is one where staff are encouraged to grow, develop and be heard. Ideas are encouraged to be heard and shared. In my time here I think that BOOST is extremely organized and has a plan for everything and it's expected that staff do the same. I like how everything is being looked at on a consistent basis so we can adapt and change when needed."

Robert Messina, Program Coordinator

"Although I started with Enoki Events as an Intern/Ambassador in order to network and gain on-the-job experiences, I stayed with this company because it is a great place to work. Tia Quinn, the Executive Director, invests in her staff by fueling and inspiring us to bring the best of ourselves to work every day. She designs a working environment that is appealing to work in and allows for employee collaboration. There are clear and specific expectations for what success looks like in our roles and we are provided with ongoing opportunities and incentives to learn, develop, and grow. Enoki Events provides opportunities that clearly add value in the world, making it possible for me to derive a sense of meaning from my work and to feel good about the company for which I work."

Terri Miller, Operations Support
"It is rare that you are able to work alongside peers and share knowledge at this level. BOOST is a great place to work because I gain even more than I am able to contribute in knowledge about out of school time learning. It is also a great place to work because the team are all dedicated to the mission of empowering youth and creating tomorrow's leaders."

Becky Schultz, BOOST Conference Leadership Team Member
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